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Honda of Atlanta Website Page 

In the market for a new Honda?  Look no further than Honda of Atlanta in Duluth, GA.  From Norcross to 

Marietta, Alpharetta and Sandy Springs, we have you covered on all the latest and greatest models.  
Drive home in a brand new 2019 HR-V crossover, featuring a comfortable, stylish, and adjustable 

interior, all with the thrill and peace of mind that comes with optional four-wheel drive.  Likewise, our 

new Honda Fit and Honda Civic Si and Type R models are sure to appeal to the most adventurous 
customers.  With sporty designs, aggressive power, and plenty of cargo space, your fast track to next 

weekend’s getaway is easier than ever.   

 

Seeking something for the family?  We have you covered there as well.  Choose from our line of classic 

staples like the Honda Odyssey, Honda Pilot, or Honda CR-V.  With customizable options ranging from 
Honda CabinWatch, to an available rear entertainment system linked with Honda CabinTalk, your new 

Honda Minivan or SUV comes fully ready to keep the kids entertained long past that second and third 

road trip hour.  Additionally, enhanced climate control options and comfortable seating for up to five 
and eight passengers guarantees a blissful ride, making your next vacation enjoyable from start to finish.   

 
For our most tech-progressive customers, Honda of Atlanta also features an assortment of eco-friendly 

electric and hybrid vehicles.  Choose from our line of 2019 Accord, Clarity, and Insight models, each 

packed with a stunning assortment of environmental upgrades.  Tour your favorite city cleanly and 

efficiently with an estimated 47-49 Hwy/City MPG rating.  Likewise, eco-conscious interiors made up of 

recycled ultrasuede provide a forward-thinking atmosphere.  With thousands of plug-in stations across 

the country and the option to utilize gas, electric, or both for longer drives, our electric and hybrid 

vehicles provide the perfect blend of style, comfort, and compromise.   

 

Local Marketing, Inc. Business Description 

With clients ranging from automotive giants like Ford and Honda, to the smaller brick and mortar 

businesses of attorneys, roofers, and home-builders throughout the country, Local Marketing, Inc. 

prides itself on being a “one-stop shop for all your digital marketing needs.”  Utilizing a team of industry 
experts, LMi has quickly garnered a reputation as a leader in digital marketing optimization, founded on 

the philosophy that experienced marketing teams belong to more than just the largest national 
corporations.   

 

As such, LMi provides each and every client, no matter their size, with a personal team of content 
developers and strategists.  Content and SEO Specialists seek out and devise the best content for your 

business’s campaign(s), while PHP Developers, IT Support Specialists, and Project Managers ensure your 

business’s unique needs are fully met from every angle, every time.  With a focus on results and return 
of investment, LMi navigates the noisy marketplace to help you and your business stand out, no matter 

the challenge.   

 


